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Location of Rio Tinto mines and facilities

Rio Tinto’s public reporting landscape
•

Aluminium, Copper and Coal, Diamonds and Minerals, and Iron Ore

•

Rio Tinto recognises that its chief physical assets are its Mineral Resources and Ore
Reserves, which are held by 30 operating business units (BUs) across the globe

•

The value of these assets is not determined by Ore Reserves alone, rather it comprises
the development of the entire value chain from exploration projects to mature operations
where Reserves dominate the reported figures

•

Resource and Reserve data reported from mainly internally-managed operations plus
several externally-managed organisations

•

Annual reporting of all internally-managed resource and reserves under the JORC Code
and supported by a set of internal standards for listings in Australia and UK

Rio Tinto and CRIRSCO
Rio Tinto has its primary listings in Australia and the UK, and has JORC as the group
reporting standard
It is also listed in the USA and must also report under IG7 to the SEC
•

this variant is created only for reporting purposes and excludes all group Mineral
Resources

•

The pricing inputs required by the SEC can create differences to reported Ore reserves
and can create investor confusion

Rio Tinto has a number of Joint Ventures that also report under CIM/Ni 43-101 and has in the
past had SAMREC reporting JV’s
•

Strong alignment to international codes under the CRIRSCO framework is critical to Rio
Tinto reporting a single integrated Resources and Reserves position to its investors

•

In each of these cases a common Resource and Reserve case that aligns to the two
codes is reported by the JV company and Rio Tinto

Corporate governance
•

In 2015, there are 64 competent persons reporting on group assets

•

With assets held on six continents and in a range of commodities - there is a requirement
for a rigorous and clear approach to reporting data across the group

•

The primary vehicle for Resource and Reserve governance is the Ore Reserve Steering
Committee (ORSC)

•

•

meets at least quarterly to discuss resource and reserve matters

•

reports independently of the product group line to the Rio Tinto Executive Committee

•

Sponsorship of Competent Person training and development.

The Board Audit Committee (BAC) has governance of resources and reserves in its remit
• annual review of Resources and Reserves at a group level as provided by the ORSC
• findings and progress from the group Resources and Reserves audit program.

Rio Tint’s governance committees

= three levels of
governance
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Notes:
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•
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Concluding remarks
• Common reporting under JORC as the primary basis, is enhanced by
CRIRSCO code alignment in Canadian JV’s.

• US SEC reporting remains a fully separate version to be administered
• Resource and Reserves governance has been enhanced in its visibility to the
top levels of the Group as well as its oversight through the ORSC and support
through the Technology and Innovation group.

• The ORSC vets all nominated Competent Persons across the group and
reviews the annual Competent Person technical reports for consistency, and
sponsors the resource and reserve audit program
• Introduction of the RRRS has enhanced transparency to the deposit level and
facilitated error checking and electronic authorisation by Competent Persons
• Resource and reserve estimators can find support through peer reviews from
neighbouring or similar BUs, annual Competent Person training and
comparison of documented Competent Person reports.
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